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VIKING AUTOSOMAL HERITAGE FOR DKF BASED ON THE 

ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED ANCIENT DNA STUDIES BY 

COMMERCIAL COMPANIES 

The primary source for the percentage and other estimates pertaining to Viking ancestry comes 

from the following study: Margaryan et al., “Population Genomics of the Viking World”, Nature, 

585, 2020, 390-396 (see here).  The algorithm used by the various commercial companies is 

unknown, and the results cannot be taken at face value. Furthermore, the approach used by each 

of these companies is quite different, from providing an “index” based on the other customers who 

have submitted their DNA for analysis; to a comparison of a customer’s data to individual ancient 

DNA samples to find the most similar Viking sample; to offering percentages of DNA from Viking 

(e.g., Jutland, Denmark) and non – Viking (e.g., Gauls from Burgundy, France) sources. 

1) Living DNA: 

The results of their testing are: 

 

The interpretation is as follows:  

“Viking Index 

The Viking index represents the amount of DNA that you share with ancient Vikings. First, the 

genetic similarities between your DNA and the DNA obtained from ancient viking and non-viking 

samples are computed. This allows us to estimate how much DNA you share with each group. In 

order to then interpret and contextualise this calculation we compare your value to that of all 

other Living DNA users. This yields your Viking Index score. The Viking Index score allows you 

to see where your result falls in comparison to the whole range of Viking Indexes across the Living 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2688-8
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DNA user base. For example, if your Viking Index is 80%, this means that your DNA is more 

similar to Viking DNA than 80% of all Living DNA customers. 

The Viking Population Match 

The Viking Population match indicates which Viking population your DNA is most similar to. We 

have identified 4 distinct Viking populations from our analysis of ancient DNA. These are 

Norwegian Vikings, Swedish and Danish Vikings, British and North Atlantic Vikings, and Eastern 

European Vikings. We compare your DNA data to genetic models describing the genetic similarity 

and variability of these populations in order to identify your closest match.” 

So, in a nutshell, their analysis shows that my DNA:  

a) Is more similar to Viking DNA than 77% of the customers of Living DNA. 

b) Is most similar to that of Norwegian Vikings. 

 

2) Ancient DNA Origins: 

The testing offered by this company only explores a customer’s similarity to a very small number 

of ancient DNA samples from Medieval Iceland.  The data is questionable on the basis of very 

small (15) and highly geographically specific (to Iceland) samples. The results are seen below.  
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These data are virtually meaningless except to people who have Icelandic roots. 

3) yourDNAportal:  

What follows are the test results from DNA Portal which purport to demonstrate the early ancestry 

of DKF.  While the algorithm is unknown, the author is well familiar with the excellent ancient 

DNA studies which DNA Portal uses to make their estimates. 
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First Two Populations by Percentage – Description: 

See below in Second Test Run – Same results except higher percentages of each. 
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First Two Populations by Percentage – Description: 
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First Two Populations by Percentage - Descriptions: 
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4) 23andMe 

Recently this company added a new feature entitled “Historical Matches”. It is better designated 

as, “Explore Ancient and Historical Groups”. The data comes from recent studies in Ancient 

DNA from across the world (10 geographical categories). Keeping in mind that these samples 

comes from the Bronze, Iron and Medieval Ages, it would be rare to have any chromosomal 

segment matches beyond a very limited size (expressed in cM). Generally a match appears to be 

flagged at 4 cM plus.  

The results include one “Iron Age Tagar” (Scythian) in Russia; and “Late Bronze Age Central 

Steepe” from Kazakstan. All the rest (12) are from the “Viking Age” – 4 Sweden, 4 Norway, 1 

Iceland, 2 Denmark and 2 United Kingdom. 

The most significant find is individual VK358 (from the Margaryan et al., 2020 study). This 

female was buried in a stone lined cyst at Gardslosa, Oland, Sweden. This location is on the 

second largest island in the country, located off the southeast coast of the mainland. The amount 

of shared DNA with this individual is 0.14% involving two segments and 10.01 cM. Considering 

that I share at that level with many 4th cousins, the find is quite astounding. 23andMe adds that 

6.03% of their customers share DNA with VK358, which is more DNA sharing than 99.60% of 

those who shared some DNA with this individual. Based on archaeological work, “many of the 

island’s inhabitants were non-local, as the strontium and oxygen isotopes sampled from their 

remains did not match local signatures, indicating that they spent their early lives elsewhere”. 

However an examination of the raw data in the Margaryan et al. study shows that in terms of 

autosomal DNA, VK358 demonstrated 0% UK-Like, .001% Denmark-Like, 0.734% Sweden-

Like, 0% Norway, .0111 Polish-Like, 0% Italy-Like, and 0.254% Finish-Like DNA. Considering 

the proximity of Oland to Finland, it appears that the 73% Swedish and 25% Finish strongly 

suggest that VK358 was a local. 
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Conclusions: 

The scientists who devised this test appear to have used many of the most up to date and respected 

published and peer reviewed ancient DNA studies in order to make their comparisons.  For 

example, most of the “Viking” categories come from the Margaryan et al. (Nature, 2020) study 

entitled, “Population Genomics of the Viking World”.  
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The above data comports well with the known ancestry of the author based on geographical and 

genealogical considerations.  As to the “Living DNA” findings, the author’s maternal great great 

grandfather was born on the Island of Yell, Shetland Islands and the genealogy illustrates that he 

was 75% Norn – speaking   Norwegian Viking ancestry, likely from the 9th century. With respect 

to the yourDNAportal results, the majority of the author’s ancestors (over 50%) came from the 

Danelaw in England (East Anglia to Northumberland on the eastern coast of England) and so 

“Danish Vikings” as the major genomic category in the analyses is realistic.  “Viking Sigtuna” 

relates to a Swedish population with links to Denmark and may be one component of this group. 

The 23andMe data further suggest that the author’s DNA has a significant component 

Scandinavian component.  

The other categories would reflect the regional ancestry of the author in ancient times including 

the Iceni Tribe of Norfolk, and the Gauls who came to England during Iron Age times. Clearly 

“Celtic Briton” and “Celtic Dorset” might include modern Scottish or Irish heritage as well as 

reflecting ancient Brithonic links. It is more difficult to explain the link to the south – central region 

of Asia as found in the 23andMe data, however the author’s DNA (in some results) has a modern 

component from this area of the world.  

It is surprising not to see “Anglo-Saxon” among the population categories used here since this was 

the focus of the 2022 ancient DNA study by Gretzinger et al. published in Nature – although the 

data may be used in subsequent updated analyses.  

Dr. David K. Faux 

8 January 2023; 11 May 2023; 19 March 2024 

 

 


